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The Articular Infinitive with
PROF. I. T. BECKWITH.
HARTFORD, CONN.

T

HE well-known difference in opinion among students of the
New Testament regarding the force of d,. T<l with the infinitive,
continuing as it does with our latest authorities, seems to call for
some further investigation which may contribute to a fuller understanding of the extent to which the idiom is used, and its meanings.
Winer, in his grammar, does not discuss the expression in detail, but
mentions (p. 329, note 3, Am. ed.) its use to denote aim or result.
Buttmann's grammar is fuller, but not comprehensive, and confounds
distinct usages. The much disputed ubatic sense it allows, but only
as a case of duign~d consequence ; that is, where the result is one
aimed at. This explanation, however, does not cover those passages
where, to many interpreters, an idea of purpose seems out of place,
the clause being understood to express pur~ result. Professor Burton's recent work on Th~ Moods and Tenses of Ill~ N(W Tatament,
and Professor Thayer's L~xicon of th~ N(W T~stament, defend the
ecbatic use ; but, in accordance with the scope of these works, the
illustrations are taken from the New Testament alone, and the pas·
sages referred to have received a different interpretation from many
of the commentators. The lately published book of Viteau (Etud~
sur k Gr~c du Nouv~au T~stammt) does not recognize this use, and
it is opposed by many of the later commentators, especially those
who have emphasized attention to grammatical laws. Meyer limits
the sense exclusively to purpose. On 2 Cor. vii. 3, he says," Von
der tdischm Beziehung des d,. mit Infin. abzugehen, ist man an
keiner Stelle berechtiget." And with this Hofmann agrees ; cf. on
Heb. xi. 3, " Ein Satz der Absicht oder der Abzielung ist diess unter
allen Umstiinden; die Behauptung, d,. mit substantivirtem Infin.
konne eben so gut eine blosse Folge ansdrticken, ist durch keine
einzige der daftlr beigebrachten Stellen erwiesen." So also Westcott
(on Heb. xi. 3) says, "The phrased,. To ... can, according to usage,
have no other sense than that of expressing the end." Professor
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Mayor (on Jas. i. r8) finds "only one Pauline passage in which
it may not be translated in ord(r that." Others, while not limiting
the sense to purpose, deny the use for pur( result; so Alford
(on Rom. i. 20) and Ellicott (on r Thes. ii. 12). Professor Sanday,
in the new series of International Critical Commentaries, says (on
Rom. i. 20), "The use of d~ To for mere result is not, we believe,
generally recognized." The high authority in grammatical usage
enjoyed by the commentators who oppose the ecbatic force would
seem to have caused their view to be regarded as an established law ;
so Gifford in the Speaker's Commentary (on Rom. i. 20, additional
note), speaks of it as "the rule."
Our standard lexicons and grammars of classical Greek do not
treat the idiom specifically, and the corresponding works on the
Greek of the New Testament base their treatment on these writings
alone. Among these, Winer only, so far as known to the writer of
this paper, notices a source outside of the New Testament, and that,
in a single instance (p. 329, Am. ed.), where he evidently misinterprets, the passage referred to having no bearing upon the point
under discussion. The phrase is often designated as a ' Pauline'
construction, and it is true that it occurs with great frequency in the
Epistles of St. Paul. It is, however, still more frequent relatively in
Clemens Romanus. In point of fact, the usage is not confined to a
few writers,- not to those of the New Testament, nor to those of
that age. In determining its force, therefore, it would seem a useful,
or rather a necessary, undertaking to investigate sources without as
well as within the New Testament. In the following inquiry, in the
first place, the usage of a considerably wide range of authors other
than those of the New Testament will be examined; and in the
second place, in view of the results thus obtained, an effort will be
made to determine the use in the passages within the New Testament
in which the idiom occurs.
I.

As is well known, the articular infinitive as a fully developed substantive is not found in the earlier stage of the language. Its fru
use begins with Thucydides. Herodotus is the first to use it in
connection with the preposition d~. In this connection it occurs
lwiu in Herodotus, twiu in Sophocles, onu in Euripides, not at
all in any of the other poets of the classical age. (See Birklein's
tables in Schanz's Beitriig(, Heft 7.) The cases in Thucydides are
11, Xenophon 70, Plato 40, Demosthenes and the works attributed to
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him I6, !socrates 3, Hyperides 3, in the remaining eight Orators of
the Attic Canon, none. Passing to a later age, the cases in Polybius
are about so, Philo Jud. 36, the Septuagint IO, the Apocrypha I6,
Clemens Rom. I6, the so-called Second Epist. of Clemens I, the
Teaching of the Apostles 2, Ignatius I4, Barnabas 3, Hermas 6,
Justin Mart. 3, the Epistle to Diognetus I, the Letter of the Smyrn~ns I, the Passion of St. Perpetua 2, the Testament of Abraham 4,
Acts of Paul and Thekla I, Athenagoras 1; Polycarp, Martyr. of
Peter, Martyr. of Paul, Martyr. of Peter and Paul, Fragments of Gospel and Apocalypse of Peter, none. In gathering material covering
so wide a field, as concordances were for the most part not available,
cases here and there have probably been overlooked ; but such oversights cannot have happened to an extent sufficient to affect the
general result. And it will be seen that while the use increases in
general in the Hellenistic period, it is common in classical as well
as post-classical writers, and that writers of the same age and sphere
differ greatly in regard to it, the difference being due doubtless to
persanal causes.
In inquiring into the meaning of the construction it should be kept
in mind that when the infinitive assumes the article it becomes
distinctly a noun, standing like any verbal noun in a variety of
relations and governed by various prepositions, especially &a, p.ETa,
rpO<;, di, and lv. Therefore the relations expressed by it when
governed by a preposition conform to those of the noun proper in
the same connection, and are determined by the preposition itself.
With the exception of one or two rare usages not important in the
present inquiry, the cases enumerated above fall into the following
classes, where it will be. noticed that in many instances the construction does not differ essentially from the simple infinitive ; it will also
be noticed that in 2 b and 6 it forms a separate clause, but in all
other cases it is joined closely to the governing word, so as to form
with it a single phrase :
(I) After words implying motion it denotes direction, or, more
commonly, the state in which the action ends or that into which a
thing is brought; e.g. Soph. 0. C. IS37, 01-av d<; To p.aivEu8a& Tpatrjj,
'when one turns to madness'; Hdt. I. 216, tiC(To l<; To TvtJijva&,
'reached the (honor of) being sacrificed'; Xen. Hel IV. 8, 27,
p.erf.CTT"f/CTE d<; To 8-r,p.o1CpaTli.u8a&, ' changed them into a democracy ' ;
Poly b. XXXVI. I, 2, avyKaTa{3a'i(ll d<; To &iiva&, 'should descend into
an agreement to grant'; Septuagint, Gen. xlix. IS, 1nrf.87JKE Tov ~ftov
·(l~ To 7l'OYE'iv, 'submitted his shoulder to laboring'; Test. of Abra-
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ham, recension A, IJ, d.vu.t/J(pu alnoo, d,. T"o crWCf.~, 'bears him up
to a state of salvation' ; I d. I4, lpxf.Ta.L de; To u~f.cr6a.L. In this
class should also be placed the use after verbs of contributing to, to
denote the direction in which an influence is felt, which is not to be
confounded with the aim in conscious purpose ; (.g. Xen. Hd. VII.
I, 35, crovf.{3G.>.Af.To de; To Ttp.;iu()a.~., (the victory of the Thebans)
' contributed to his being honored ' ; ld. Hipp. VI. 5, Taiira 1rpoKoJrTa
de; To P.TJ KaTat/Jpovf.iu8at, ' these things help to prevent his being
de~pised'; Hyperides VI. 17; Hdt. VII. 6; Dem. 309; Philo Jud.
II. 5 I4.
( 2) It expresses purpose. Here two usages are distinguished :
(a) That in which it is joined closely to a noun or verb so as to form
a single phrase; (.g. Xen. Cyr. VI. I, 20, P.'lxavO.c; de; To K.aiJa.l.piiv,
'engines for destroying' ; Sept., Ex. xl. 5, T"o l1vutaCT"rr]p1.0v d,. To
8vp.t.O.v, 'the altar for burning incense' ; Apocrypha, 2 Mac. vi. 28,
inro8nyp.a de; To .,po8vp.~»<; cl.,wiJayaT{Cnv, 'an example to die willingly';
Polyb. II. 46, 3; ld. V. 63, 6; Xen. Cyr. VIII. 8, 9, Tj .qp.«pq. XflfiVTo
de; T"o &a.,ovf.iu8a.~., 'use the day for labor' ; ibid. II. 3, 8 ; It/. Anab.
I. 8, 25; Clemens Rom. XXXIV. 7; Apocrypha, Tobit i. 4· (b) That
in which it forms a separate final clause equivalent to a clause with
lva, o1r~»<;, etc.; (.g. Dem. 879, 0. Ttc; ~avrcp rapf.CTK.aJau(Y de; TO >..iyav
Tt OOK.f.iv, ' what one has contrived in his own interest that he may
seem to say something to the point'; Hyperides, VI. 26, TO ~iiv
av~>..wuav de; TO ToV.. dUOVi ICaAW<; ~ijv, 'freely gave up life that the
rest might live nobly' ; Clem. Rom. II. 4, clyt.>v ~" lip.iv f.ic; To CT~f.u6at,
'ye had conflict that they might be saved' ; so also Thuc. I. 70, 6;
Xen. Cyr. VIII. I, 7; ld. Hipp. III. I4; Justin Mart. I. 9; ibid. 27;
Hermas, Mand. 4, I, I I; Clem. Rom. XI. 2; I d. XIII. 3.; LXI. I. In
the foregoing examples the infin. is in the present (see below, II. 2 b);
in the following it is in the aor.: Xen. Mmz. III. 6, 2; Philo Jud. I.
228; Sept., Lev. xiv. 23; Apocrypha, Judith iii. IO; I Mac. xiv. 24.
REMARK.- Under this head it should be observed that as purpou involves the
result aimed at, so one and the same fact may frequently be viewed in either
relation, i.~. as purpose realized or result aimed at. In such cases it is doubtful
whether the writer distinguished in thought the two relations ; ~c. Xen. M~m.
III. 6, 2, tlr -ro iii€Xfiua' cb:olinv -roui4€ Xttar, 'having spoken thus,' lit., 'to his
consent to listen.' The consent is the tlzing aim~tl a/ by the speaker and the
r~su/1 accomplislud in the listener; Passion of St. Perpetua, IX. roXXo.>t tlnXII€i'
1rp0r ?,p.a., oiJK iKw>.vtv tlt -ro T,p.iir 11'ap•ryopE'ill'llac, 'he allowed many to come to
us to our comfort'; the comfort is both the aim and the result. This usage,
which is too familiar to need further illustration, forms an easy transition to that
of puN result.
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(3) It is joined with verbs, adjectives, and even nouns to denote
the respect in which the limited word is to be understood; e.g.
Thuc. VII. 67, 3, &.pyonpa. l., To 8p«v, 1 slower as regards action';
Soph. 0. C. I368, 3.v8p('>, ol! ywaUc('>, d., To CTVp:rrovlw, 'men, not
women, as regards sharing toil'; Justin Mart. I. IS, d., TO KOt'JIWJI(tV
Taiira l</n], ' he said this in respect to communicating ' ; Hermas, Sim.
s. IV. 2, aUJ~ U'l TO ·'lr~WTav, 'importunate in asking.'
(4) It is used in place of the so-called object-infinitive with
a large class of words (verbs, nouns, and adjectives) signifying
to encourage, impel, admonisk, influence, effect, and the like; also
with words implying ability, fitness, readiness, and the like. The
common usage here takes the simple infinitive (see Goodwin, Moods
and Tenses, §§ 747-749; KUhner, § 473; KrUger, §55, II. 3), but
the sense is precisely the same. Examples of words after which this
use is found are 7rapopp.(i.v, Xen. Oec. V. 7; CTVJA.'Irat&~w, ibid. 14;
CTVJA.'Ira~("'• ibid. VI. IO; lm.ppwvUvat, Polyb. I. 41, 2; 7rapa.KaA(tV,
Itl. III. 49, 9; 7rpoKaA(tCT8at, Id. IX. 28, 4; 7raplCTTacrlJat ( 1 to dispose
one toward one's self'), Id. II. 59,5; l~e~ea.A(w8at, Id. XXVIII. 4, I2;
voviJ(T(tv, Hermas, Vis. 3, s, 4; p.i).(Tav, Barnabas xix. IO; ~'lraLT(tv,
Ignatius, Pol. II. 3 ; CTVJA.'Ird8Ew, Apocrypha, 3 Mac. vii. 3 ; 8Wafl.''>,
Plato, Soph. 247; opf«.f,, Philo Jud. I. I93; l~eavO.., Polyb. XII. 25 a,
I ; ~VJ,a.,.~, Epist. to Diognetus, IX. 6 ; 1rp08v~, Sept., Hab. I. 8.
(5) As de; is used with the noun proper to denote measure or
degree, e.g. Xen. Anab. II. 3, 23, d., 8VJ,a~"" & 'lrowVvTE'>, 1 doing good
to the extent of our power' (see Liddell & Scott, s. v., A. III.), so also
it stands with the articular infin. in the same relation; e.g. Xen. Mem.
III. 3, I o, &.p~eiua J'OL ToiiTo ([,. To n{8ECT8at ; 1 will that avail for me to
the extent that they will obey me'? Philo Jud. I. 4 77, Oo-a yE d., To
,...,a• {J~CTTtiva.L 8ouiv avECTTOLXfLWJA.ivO'l, 'resolved into my elements
again so as to seem not even to exist ' ; Apocrypha, I Esdras viii. 84
( 87), 7rapa.{3f,VIU Tov vofC.OV uou d., TO l.,,fl.'yr,vat, KTA., 1 transgress thy
law to such a degree as to mingle with,' etc. This usage is so nearly
allied to that of pure result (see below) that some cases can be
referred indifferently to either category.
( 6) In rarer cases it expresses result. As already pointed out, the
uses mentioned above in ( 2) Rem. and ( 5) may frequently coalesce
with or pass into the idea of pure result. Before noticing such
instances of pure result it may be well to inquire whether the preposition is found in this sense with the noun proper, for we may expect
the articular infin. with the preposition to stand in such relations and
such only as does the noun proper. The use of d., to express result,
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though not noticed by our standard lexicons and grammars, is one
which lies near to the ordinary uses and is found in both the earlier
and the later Greek. Two classes are here distinguished: (a) Where
the phrase is dosdy connected with the limited word ; ~.g. Hdt. VIII.
88, C7'VVJjv£tK£v (s dJTvxt"'v y£vop.na, ' chanced to tum out to her good
fortune'; Thuc. III. 3 7. 2, OVIC ls "'" TWJI evp.p.O.xwv xaptv p.a.Ao.IC{(,£CTIJat, 'show a weakness which is not to,' i.~. 'does not result in, the
thanks of the allies'; Xen. Mon. II. I, 22, T£6pap.flt.,v £ls .,o>..vvap·
~eW.v, ' reared so as to be plump ' ; Soph. Aj. I I 38 ; Eurip. H~rac.
350; Ignatius, Eph. XXI. 2, ~euMJ.,v ds Ttp.~v 6£ov £lip£~, 'I was
counted worthy to be found to the honor of God'; I d. Phil. VIII. I,
lO.v p.£Tavor/vW~Tw ds ~v6T.,Ta Owv, ' if they repent so as to be at unity
with God.' It is convenient here to anticipate the second part of
this paper so far as to cite si_milar cases from the New Testament;
~.g. Rom. x. IO, 7TLCTT£VtTaL ds &~ea«>>T11v.,v, 'man believeth unto
righteousness' ; righteousness is the result of faith (even Meyer
admits the force here) ; 2 Cor. vii. 9, l>..V7r'f/6.,Tt ds P-fTaJIOIO.v,
'your grief resulted in repentance'; Rom. v. I8, vi. I6; 2 Tim.
m. I 5· (b) Where the phrase is mor~ loosdy joined to the context, ~.g. Philo Jud. I. 40; the writer describes the result of woman's
offices and cares in the phrase ds &.q,o.tp£vtv l>..£v6£p!o.s ~eat T7Jv &.7To Toii
CTWOVTos &.v8pos &CT'Tf'on{av, 'so that she loses her freedom and becomes
subject to the dominion of the man who lives with her'; Id. II. 21,
~wn~e~v 8wap.tv l"'IJ"pfJI £ls &.yovW.v 7TUVTtA~, 'destroyed the vital force,
so that complete barrenness resulted'; also in the New Testament,
Heb. x. 39. OVIC ECTpoEV kOCTToA~S ds &,.,w>..nav, rua. 'Tf'{CTT£WS ds 'Tf'£pL7Tot"'CTLJI lfroms, ' we are not of them that shrink back so as to be
destroyed, but of them that have faith so as to save the soul.'
To these considerations, which show the ecbatic use of the idiom
to be a natural one, may now be added the following illustrations,
which would seem sufficient to establish the use : Dem. 430, oll&
To 'Tf'LCTT£vthjvat .,po>..af3oVTa 'Trap' llp.wv ds To p.£{J:w 8Wao-IJ<u K(ll(ovpy£'iv
KaTaXP~vOat (sc. Sti.), 'nor ought he after gaining your confidence,
so that he is able to do greater evil, to abuse it.' It is impossible to
take ds To 811vav6at as a purpose clause after .,po>..a{3oVTa, for such a case
could stand in no relation to the person under discussion ; also foreign to the topic were the statement, that a man who had sought confidence with the express purpose of being able to work greater harm,
ought not to abuse that confidence. Most translators of Dem. disregard 8vvav6at, and misinterpret accordingly. Id. 239, ~X£T• iK£{vo..,..
>..a{3wv ds To p.7J8' oTwvv .,poopav Twv p.£Ta Tal~Ta ; the phrase ~X£To >..af3wr
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is here used figuratively of Philip's influence over the Thebans, etc.,
and the sense is, 'he got them completely under his influence, so
that they foresaw none of the consequences.' The anonymous Epitaplzius attributed to Dem., 1397, rt 1rautv inrijpxE -ro'iu& -ro'i'> dv8pfiow
d,. -ro KaAw'> i9f>..Ew &1ro9an7uKEw, Erpvro.~., yevO'il, 'lra.t&la., K-r.\.., 'what
these men all possessed, so that they wished to die nobly, has been
said, viz. birth, education,' etc. Plato, Parmm. 149: in reasoning
that, as there must be at least two things if there is to be a contact,
so if there be additional things the additional number of contacts
will be one less than the number of things, Plato says: ~ yap .,.a,
1rpW-ra. 8Vo l'II"AEOVtKTTJITE Twv ii.t/JEwv d'i1 To 'II"AE{w Elva.t -rov d.pl.(}p.Ov ~ .,.Q.,.
J.tfu'>, KT.\.., 'for in so far as the first two things exceeded the contacts, so that their number is more than (that of) the contacts,' etc.
Cf. the version of Bekker's ed., "quanto enim prima duo tactus ipsos
exsuperarunt, ita ut plura numero, quam tactus essent," etc. Philo
Jud. I. 649: speaking of the world of essence, the author says it is
apprehended not by the senses but by the mind only, adding, miv-rwv
a.lrrcp TELXWV KaL 'lra!TTJ> 'lrVATJ> d.p9Cv-rwv, d> To fl.~ a7rO TLVO'il &.9pT]aa.t,
'when all the walls and every gate (i.e. of the senses) are taken out
of the way, so that man beholds it through none of these.' Ignatius,
Rom. I. 2, ~ d.p~ d!otKovop.vrO.. lunv, lav 1rlpa.TO'i1 l'lrtTvxw, d,. To Tov
KA~pov p.ov &.rro.\.a.f3E1v, ' the beginning is well managed if I reach the
end so as to receive my inheritance.' Id. Pol. VII. I, lavrrEp 9EOv
l7r&Tvxw, d> -ro ~pE~va.t fl.£ p.a.~rt,v, 'if I attain unto God, so as to be
found a disciple.' Like cases are the following also, where the idea
of purpose is expressly denied by the context, the matter under
discussion being an unintended consequence : Apostolic Const. I. 3,
p.~ KaAAW7r~Ofi.EVO> Ei'> To d.ypw~va.l nva. (-r(pa.v l1rl &ot, 'not adorning
thyself, so that another is captivated with thee.' Ibid. 7ra.yt&vua.&
yvvai'Ka. d,. -ro l1rtiJvp.~ua.l uov, ' to ensnare a woman, so that she was
seized with a desire for thee.' Ibid. I. 8, ava.yKauaua. l7rwEx~va.l uol
T&va., d> To lm9vp.~ua.luov, 'compelling one to be drawn to thee, so
that he is seized with desire for thee.'
In closing this review of the various uses of the idiom discussed, it
is enough to remark that as regards meaning there appears no difference between the classical and post-classical Greek. And it will
be seen below that in this respect the uses of the New Testament
writers are in agreement with those of other writers. But certain
usages seem to become somewhat more frequent in the later age :
such as separate purpose clauses, phrases equivalent to the objectinfinitive, and clauses of result.
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In the New Testament there are 72 (Text. Recept. 76) cases of
the construction, it being found in all the books except those of St.
John and the following Epistles: Colossians, the Pastoral Epistles,
Philemon, 2 Peter, and Jude. And these uses in the New Testament
differ in no instance from those found in other writings. An effort
is here made to classify them according to the order and numbering
of the categories given above. Some cases naturally might be referred to different classes without essential difference of meaning.
Those cases which do not call for special comment and may be
assigned to their respective categories without much question are
given first ; those requiring particular notice are considered afterwards:
(I) The few passages which have been interpreted by some commentators in a sense that would require their reference to this class
are more naturally assigned to some other class and are given below :
(2) a.
Matt. xx. 19.
"
xxvi. 2.
xxvii. Jl.

4
'

Rom. xv. 16.
1 Cor. x. 6.

Cor. xi. 22.
"
xi. 33·
2 Thes. ii. 10.
2
.. iii. 9·
Heb. ii. 17.
1

I

Heb. vii. 25.
.. viii. 3·
" ix. 28.
" xiii. 21.

For the use after nm-~ (I Cor. x. 6; 2 Thes. iii. 9), cf. the
example with V,.O&,yp.a. (2 Mac. vi. 28), given under I. 2 a.
b.
Mk. xiv. 55·
(Lk. iv. 29 T. R.).
XX. 20 T. R.).
(
(Acts iii. 19 T. R.).
Acts vii. 19.
Rom. i. 11.
iv. 11.
" iv. 16.
" iv. 18.
vii. 4·

..

..

..

..
..
..
..
..

Rom. viii. 29.
xi. 11.
xv. 8.
XV. IJ.
2 Cor. i. 4·
2
iv. 4Eph. i. 12.
i. 18.
(Phil. iii. 21 T. R.).

..
..

I Thes. ii. 16.
iii. 2.
iii. 5·
I " iii IJ.
2 Thes. ii. 6.
Heb. ix. 14.
" xii. 10.
Jas. i. 18.
I Pet. iii. 7.

Such passages as Rom. iv. 11 (first case), I6, 18; 2 Cor. i. 4,
might be referred to result, but the idea of purpose better suits the
apostle's mode of thought.
Harmsen in the Zeitschnft fur wissmschaftliclre Tlteowgi'e, I874,
has sought to show that this use in a purpose clause is not fOund in
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the present tense. As some weight has been given to this opinion, it
may be worth while to observe that, apart from the impossible interpretations to which he resorts to maintain that view, the passages he
examines are taken from the epistles to the Romans and Corinthians
exclusively. Such passages as Acts vii. 19; Reb. ix. I4; I Pet. iii. 7,
can hardly be taken in any other sense than that of purpose. Cf.
also the numerous cases cited above under I. 2 b.
(3)
Jas. i. 19.

Lk. v. 17Phil. i. 23.

1

Thes. ii. 12.
.. iii. 10.

I

Thes. iv. 9·

2

"

ii.

2.

On 8ooft''> t:l'> To Ui.cr9tU (Lk. v. q), cf. the example from Plato,
Soph. 24 7, given above, I. 4· On l1r1.8vp.Ul.v d,. To dvaAiicrtU, cf. bpp.~,
Philo Jud. I. I93 (1. 4 above).
(S)
Rom. vi.

12.

Rom. xii. 3·

1

Cor. viii.

10.

2

Cor. vii. 3·

In Rom. vi. 12 the sense apparently is 'let not sin have the
mastery of your body to such an extent that you obey the bodily
desires.' In Rom. xii. 3, the contrast with 1rapO. favors the reference
of d,. to measure or degree (Philippi) . It cannot be purpose
(Meyer). In I Cor. viii. IO, d,. To KTA., expresses the degree to
which the influence called ironically obco&p.t:iu9tU extends. These .
cases approximate closely to ruult.
( 6) Passages which seem to belong to the category of pure result
are spoken of below. Those which are there assigned with more or
less confidence to this class are :
Rom. i. 20.
" vii. S·
.. xii. 2.

2 Cor. viii. 6.
Gal. iii. 17.
Phil. i. 10.

Heb. xi. 3·
Jas. iii. 3·

The following passages, calling for fuller notice, have (excepting
those under 6} not been included in their respective classes as given
above :
Ram. i. :10. Regarding this much-discussed passage it will be enough for the
present object to say that 6'6-r' (vs. 21) introduces the ground of man's inex·
cusableness,- not the ground of God's purpose, that man should be inexcusable.
If therefore tls Tb '""X. express God's purpose, there must be understood before
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vs. 21 an ellipsis so hanh that the commentators, who allow the echatic use of the
infinitive clause as a possible one, have almost universally maintained that use
here.
Rom. iii. 26. Some have taken this as ecbatic, but the course of thought seems
to require the teli& sense. It has also been taken as an appositional clause
explaining clucCUM6...,s, but upon the error of confounding this idiom with the
simple epexegetical infinitive (Kiihner, § 472; Goodwin, Moods anti Tmsts,
§ 745), see below on 2 Thes. i. S·
·
Rom. vii. 5· The clause here may express either purpose or result. The para!·
lei clause, wvn, KTX. (vs. 6), is in favor of the latter.
Rom. xii. z. cloA:&!Ui$r&• here, as in Eph. v. 10, is • to determine,' i.t. by scrutiny. cr. Lk. xii. s6, TO r,&rwro• TOG ol'lp<~JOOG cloA:&!Uil"•"· • discern (by scrutiny)
the meaning of the face of the sky.' The corresponding passage (Matt. xvi. 3)
has 3uupb•"· St. Paul's exhortation in vv. 1 f. is wholly practical, aiming at
complete consecration of life; and in the clause f.l'll VII.VXfiJUITll"tvtle ••• TOVT'f'
the thought is set forth negatively, in ci>.M ••• TIXtUJ•, positively. In keeping
with this aim he seems to be emphasizing here, not the influence of character on
the discernment of God's will, but the reverse, i.t. the transformation of char·
acter to be wrought through the renewed mind's apprehension of that will.
The clause ds T6, then, is not so appropriately taken as a purpose clause with
f.I<Ta.f.10p4JoGtrtlt, n X., but is to be joined directly with cii'CI.A:a.&II'Wvfl, and its meaning is illustrated by Heb. vi. 6, ci.I'CI.Ka.&•ll"t~• ds f.lfTciJOO&a.•, • renew unto repentance,' i.t. repentance being the result of renewal (Liinemann, Alford). Probably
also in Col. iii. 10, cl.•a.Ka.&II'Oiif.lfJOO• ds hl"'(vWII'"• tls should be interpreted in the
same way. The sense of our passage then is, that the renewing of the mind
unto, i.t. resulting in the discernment of God's will, works (of course through the
Holy Spirit) the transformation of the man.
r Cor. ix. 18. The principal thought of the apostle in the paragraph ix. 1-23,
is that while he possesses all the rights of the apostolic office, including mainte·nance, as the hire of the laborer, nevertheless his principle, seen in manifold ways
( 19-23), has been to waive these rights for the furtherance of the gospel. As a
part of this thought, he shows that so far as he has a groqnd of glorying, it lies
not in the, mere preaching of the gospel, for that is laid upon him by necessity,
but in the fact that the Lord, accounting him a faithful slave, has made him his
steward, and therefore his services are not rewarded with the stipulated pay of
the hired laborer whose work is voluntary. If, then, he is accounted a steward,
he asks, • What pay have I '? rls oGv f.IOO ltrr&ll' .! f.lltl'tl6s; The apostle's meaning has been supposed to be, • Though I have no pecuniary recompense, yet
I have indeed a reward, and what is it ? ' Some, placing the question mark at
the end of the verse, find the answer in 19 If., "(6.p there being explained as elliptical, in the sense,' Verily,• or • \Vhy, surely,' as in vv. 9 and 10. But in such
ellipses "(6.p introduces an explanation or ground of a self-evident answer, not
the answer itself. And further, the passage 19-23 does not describe a reward,
but illustrates by particular instances the apostle's general principle of surrendering his prerogative for the gospel's sake. Others, placing the question mark after
f.I'Vtl6s, find the answer in the ba. clause immediately following: 'My reward is
that in preaching I make the gospel without cost.' But this, as Hofmann points
out, confounds the f.I'Vfl6s and the K4VXfiJU1 1 which in the foregoing the writer
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insists upon distinguishing. In fact, the question as to w!tat rtward the apostle
is to receive is out of place in the connection. The thought runs through unbroken to vs. 23, and is concerned not with the reward which the apostle has or
may have, after all, for preaching the gospel, but only with his principle of selfsacrifice. Meyer (whom Hofmann follows) is probably right in regarding the
question as equivalent to a negative assertion. The meaning then is, • What hire,
then, have I? None at all; and that, to the end that when I preach I may avoid
hindrance by making the gospel without charge.' That the thought here returns
to that of vs. 12 is indicated by the added clause ds .,.~ KTX. This clause, then,
might denote result, as in vs. 12 the corresponding phrase expresses the result of
the detennination to avoid hindrance to the gospel; and the sense would be,
'I take no hire, that I may make the gospel free, and so I refuse to use my right
and take pay.' But apart from the tautology involved in this interpretation it is
probably better to take it as a purpose clause, for vv. 19 ff., which -y6.p closely
connects with the clause, would indicate that a general principle is thought of,
rather than the particular right of recompense, and would favor the interpretation,
'I make the gospel free that I may maintain my life principle of not using my
rights to the full, for such bas been my course throughout.'
2 Cor. viii. 6. So difficult is it to take the infinitive clause in any other than
an ecbatic sense in this passage, that it is so interpreted even by most of those
who elsewhere insist on the telic use. Meyer's reference of it to the purpose of
God is most artificial.
•
Gal. iii. r7. The argument here is concerned with the ruuJt rather than the
. purpos~ of the law's nullifying power, and the clause may pretty certainly be taken
as ecbatic.
Pliil. i. ro. The claU5e here might equally well express purpose or result, but
the analogy of Rom. xii. 2 (see above) would suggest result or degree; that is,
'knowledge and all perception, to the degree that, or so that, ye may discern
-r4 l'i&a.tj>lpo11'1"a. ••
.:1 TMs. i. 5· In vv. 4 ff. the thought of the writer is, 'Your endurance of persecution is a token that the Lord at his coming will pronounce the just judgment
of your worthiness of his kingdom.' That the clause tis -r6 is to be joined with
6&Ka.la.s ~eplvtws is clear; and in that connection the idea of purpose (Hofmann,
De Wette, Alford), or of result ( Lilnemann), or of tendency (Ellicott), is, without
the addition of some connecting thought, less pertinent than that of rup~~l; for
the phrase, 'the just judgment,' clearly refers to a particular act which must be
defined in the context. Such a definition, which in the more common usage
would be expressed by a clause with In-•, is here given by the prepositional
clause. The literal sense, then, is 'the just judgment, that is, in respect to or
regarding your being counted worthy.' It is hardly correct in such cases to call
the clause an epexegetical, or appositional, infinitive, as some authorities do; for,
although it is U5ed where in some cases, ~.g . after a nominative or accusative, the
epexegetical infinitive might be used, the employment of Els to introduce an appositional noun does not occur, and consequently it would not so introduce the
articular infinitive. In all such cases there is an idea of limitation or relation
which might be expressed by some such phrase as in rup~~~ to •
.:1 TMs. ii. rr. If the prepositional claU5e be joined closely with l•lp-yt&a.ll; as
Hofmann takes it, it might express result or degree, but it is more in keeping
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with the Pauline mode of thought to take it as the purpose of the whole phrase

.,;p."e' . . . fi'Xci"''f.
H~IJ. xi. .J· Here the writer having affirmed, • By faith we understand that the
worlds have been framed by the word of God,' adds elr Tc} p.~ iK tf><Uro!l>ir~~~• TO
fJM11'6JJAro• -yryo.t~~t~,. Westcott takes this clause as expressing the purpose of
fl'lfT'Te' rooiiJJA•, and explains the meaning to be, • The purpose of the knowledge
gained by faith is the conviction that the visible order has not come into existence
by material causation.' But the idea of purpose is irrelevant to roei•. We may
speak of purpose in suking or granting understanding, but not in the simple act
of understanding itself, which is all that is contained in the former clause. And
besides, -ye-yo.fN, expresses merely the fact of the origin of the universe and not
our conviction of that fact. Hofmann (in essential agreement with Liinemann)
takes the clause as the purpose of ICG.Tf/pTltTfJG., • • • 9eoii, and gives as the
meaning this: the thing which we understand by faith is not only the fact that
God framed the worlds by his word, but also that his purpose in framing them so
was that the visible universe might not have arisen out of things apparent to the
senses. In other words, as regards the creation, the substance of our understanding gained by faith might be expressed thus: God's purpose in framing the
universe by llis word was that it might not have come into existence from a
material source. With such a proposition touching the purpose of God a legitimate faith could not occupy itself, much Jess give us any assurance. The phrase
can hardly be taken otherwise than as expressing the r~su/1 after ICG.Tf/pTltT6«£
~-ftp.a.r' lhoii, and the sense is, • It is by the word of God that the worlds have
been framed, so that the visible universe has not arisen from material things.'
In this interpretation are agreed most commentators, even many of those who in ·.
general are reluctant to admit the ecbatic use of the infinitive clause.
Jas. iii. J· In vs. 2 the statement has been made that, 'If any stumbleth not
in word, the same is a perfect mao, able to bridle the whole body also,' that
is, control of the tongue implies full Christian maturity. The statement is then
illustrated and enforced by two comparisons, the force of which is evidently that
the tongue is as all-controlling as the bit of the horse or the rudder of the ship;
and, as he wbo can control the bit or the rudder can direct the horse or the ship,
so he who can control the tongue can direct his entire person at his will. The
first comparison (according to Sin., A, B, d a/. and the critical eds.) is in the form
of a conditional sentence, and if the comparison is to be applicable, the thought
demanded is, not if we aiflf al, but if we suun, obedience to the bit in the mouth
of the horse, we control his whole body also. But this thought would suggest
the propriety of taking the dr T6 clause as one of ruu/1, and the sense of the
passage would be, 'if we put the horses' bits into their mouths to their obedience,
i.~. and so secure their obedience, we control their whole body also.'
r P~l. iv. 2. In this passage the apostle has returned to the thought of suffering for the gospel's sake,- a subject frequently mentioned in the epistle ( cf. i. 6;
ii. 20; iii. 14-18; iv. 12-19; v. 9); and he urges hi.<~ readers to follow in this
respect the example of Christ. As a motive he reminds them of the blesaiug to
spiritual character to be derived from such endurance of suffering: one who for
well-doing (iii. 17) has suffered in the flesh has ceased from sin (Sin.•, A, most criti·
cal eds. clp.a.pTI,u). Then follows the clause ds Tc} KTX. Some have connected
this with lnrXitTulh, taking 3-r, • • • clp.a.tyrla.s as a parenthesis. But the evident
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reference of ~'fiCin to the perfect ,.ha.IITa.< is against that. and points to a close
connection with the foregoing (Huther); and besides, d ,.a.8~• ••• l&p.a.pTla.r
needs such a limitation (see below). The subject of fJ&t:Wa.& is, then, the same
as that of ,.tt«IITa.<. What, now, is the relation denoted by the prepositional
clause? It is less appropriately taken as purpose, for in that case the thing
aimed at is already contained in what has been done, and the sense would be,
that the man's motive in having ceased is that he may not continue. It would
seem rather that the phrase is added to tkfin~ tlu ~xtmt to which ,.,,..a.IIT«<
G.~pTLo.t can be affirmed. For while St. John, speaking of the child of God with
reference to his essential and ideal nature, can say (1 Jn. iii. 9), 'Whosoever is
begotten of God doeth no sin,' the very different statement, ' he that hath suffered in the flesh hath ceased from sin,' cannot be affirmed without limitation.
That limitation is found in the prepositional clause, and we may understand the
apostle's meaning to be, ' he who for well-doing has suffered in the flesh baa
ceased from sin to tlu ~xltnl that he makes the norm (the datives denote accordana) of the rest of his life no longer the lusts of men, but the will of God.' Cf.
the examples above 1mder (5). It should perhaps be added in defence of this
interpretation, that wbile vs. 3 gives the ground of an exhortation to the reader
and •a.pc'Ari>..u81fn is contrasted with ttl'Ao&,.ov, it cloes not follow that fjd:Wa.& has
the same subject as w'Altr1148t, and that the sense must be;' Arm yourselves . . .
in order that ye may no longer live the rest of your time . . . to the lusts of men;
for the time past may suffice,'' etc. Equally clear is the connection, ' Be ready to
suffer, knowing that one who has suffered makes the rest of his life conformed
to the will of God; for the time past may suffice you to have conformed your life
to the will of the Gentiles.'
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